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A B S T R A C T

Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) is a gynecologic malignancy with a poor prognosis due to resistance to first-line
chemotherapeutic agents. Some cancer cells are primarily dependent on glycolysis, but others favor mitochondrial
oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) over glycolysis. Changes in metabolic reprogramming have been reported
to be involved in cancer cell survival. In this review, we summarize the metabolic profiles (e.g., metabolic het-
erogeneity, plasticity, and reprogramming) and adaptation to the dynamic tumor microenvironment and discuss
potential novel therapeutic strategies. A literature search was performed between January 2000 and March 2022
in the PubMed and Google Scholar databases using a combination of specific terms. Ovarian cancer cells,
including cancer stem cells, depend on glycolysis, OXPHOS, or both for survival. Several environmental stresses,
such as nutrient starvation or glucose deprivation, hypoxic stress, acidification, and excessive reactive oxygen
species (ROS) generation, reprogram the metabolic pathways to adapt. The interaction between tumors and
adjacent stromal cells allows cancer cells to enhance mitochondrial energy metabolism. The metabolic reprog-
ramming varies depending on genomic and epigenetic alterations of metabolism-related genes and the metabolic
environment. Developing accurate and non-invasive methods for early identification of metabolic alterations
could facilitate optimal cancer diagnosis and treatment. Cancer metabolism research has entered an exciting era
where novel strategies targeting metabolic profiling will become more innovative.
1. Introduction

Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) is a highly lethal gynecologic ma-
lignancy. It is the fifth leading cause of cancer deaths in women world-
wide, with a high mortality rate [1]. Cytoreductive surgery followed by a
combination of platinum and taxane-based chemotherapy and targeted
therapy, such as anti-angiogenesis and poly-ADP ribose polymerase
(PARP) inhibitors, has been the standard therapy in advanced EOC [2]. In
recent years, clinical trials demonstrated that PARP inhibitor treatment is
a rapidly changing therapeutic option for EOC patients with homologous
recombination deficiency [1]. However, patients often develop resis-
tance to chemotherapeutic agents [2].

The tumor contains a small subfraction of cells with stemness fea-
tures (i.e., cancer stem cells, CSCs). Ovarian CSCs exhibit chemo-
resistant properties [3]. Chemoresistance of CSCs may be involved in
various biological processes, such as an increase in drug efflux, drug
inactivation, detoxification, epigenetic modification of relevant genes,
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addition, malignant niches are formed by cancer cells and their adjacent
host cells in the tumor microenvironment. However, metabolic
reprogramming of these cells has not yet been fully elucidated. There-
fore, the development of therapeutic strategies based on metabolic
reprogramming that affects cell survival and growth is a significant
challenge. We believe that targeting metabolic reprogramming could
help to potentially overcome chemoresistance.

This review aims to discuss the significant molecules involved in
metabolic reprogramming and summarize metabolic profiles in ovarian
CSCs and cancer non-stem cells, the metabolic plasticity of ovarian
cancer cells, adaptation to the dynamic tumor microenvironment, and
potential novel therapeutic strategies.

2. Methods

2.1. Search strategy and selection criteria

A computerized literature search was performed to identify the
relevant studies. The study was conducted following the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines
updated in 2020 [7] (see Supplementary Table). Combining the key-
words, electronic databases PubMed and Google Scholar published be-
tween January 2000 and December 2021 were searched. The search
strategy is shown in Table 1. The inclusion criteria were publications of
original studies, review papers, and reference lists of the included
studies. The exclusion criteria were duplicates, studies in languages
other than English, letters to the editor, poster presentations, and
literature unrelated to the research topic. The first identification phase
included records identified through a database search (Figure 1), and
the identified titles and abstracts were screened in the first stage. Du-
plicates were removed during the second screening phase, and titles,
abstracts, and full-text articles were read to remove inappropriate pa-
pers. Citation tracking was conducted manually to identify additional
relevant articles. The final eligibility phase included the full-text articles
for analysis after excluding those for which detailed data could not be
extracted. The author assessed the identified articles for eligibility, in-
clusion and exclusion, and full-text articles. The last computerized
literature search was conducted on April 1, 2022.

3. Results

3.1. Selection of studies

Figure 1 shows the 598 literature citations searched in the PubMed
and Google Scholar electronic databases. The overlaps were removed,
and 292 records were obtained, of which 122 were excluded, and 170
met the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Table 1. The search strategy.

Search mode The keyword and search term combinations

Search term 1 Ovarian cancer OR Epithelial ovarian cancer OR Ovarian neoplasm

Search term 2 Stem cells OR non-Stem cells

Search term 3 Metabolic shift OR Metabolic reprogramming

Search term 4 Warburg effect OR Reverse Warburg effect

Search term 5 Treatment OR Therapy

Search Search term 1 AND Search term 2

Search term 1 AND Search term 3

Search term 1 AND Search term 4

Search term 1 AND Search term 5

Search term 1 AND Search term 2 AND Search term 3

Search term 1 AND Search term 2 AND Search term 4

Search term 1 AND Search term 2 AND Search term 3 AND Search term 5

Search term 1 AND Search term 2 AND Search term 4 AND Search term 5
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3.2. Metabolism in ovarian cancer

3.2.1. Overview of glucose metabolism: glycolysis and the oxidative
phosphorylation pathway

Catabolic pathways (e.g., glycolysis) are linked to anabolic pathways
(e.g., mitochondrial OXPHOS) for energy (adenosine triphosphate
(ATP)) production in a human cell [8]. Glycolysis provides rapid ATP
but a lower yield compared with OXPHOS [8]. The key
glycolysis-related metabolic enzymes include hexokinase II (HKII),
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD), lactate dehydrogenase A
(LDHA), pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (PDK), and pyruvate dehy-
drogenase (PDH) [9, 10]. The PDK-PDH pathway plays a crucial role as
the central enzyme in the glycolysis network [9]. PDH converts pyru-
vate to acetyl-CoA, which provides the link between glycolysis and the
tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle [11]. PDK inhibits the PDH enzymatic
activity. Hence, a decreased expression of PDK alters cell metabolism
from glycolysis toward OXPHOS. Mitochondria produce not only ATP
but also building blocks for macromolecules such as DNA, lipids, pro-
teins, and antioxidants [12]. OXPHOS is regulated by complex
biochemical systems to maintain cellular homeostasis, including elec-
tron transport and ATP synthesis.

3.2.2. Metabolic profiles in ovarian cancer
Cancer cells can adapt to the harsh milieu, such as hypoxia and

nutrient starvation, by altering their metabolic profiles and their path-
ways through genetic and epigenetic alterations of various metabolism-
related enzymes (i.e., metabolic plasticity) [13]. Altered energy meta-
bolism and its metabolic phenotype represent the remarkable features of
cancer [14]. Highly proliferating cancer cells require an altered glycol-
ysis pathway, unlike normal cells, which catabolize glucose by OXPHOS
(blue line from pyruvate to lactate, Figure 2) [15]. Furthermore, one of
the most prominent hallmarks of cancer cells includes aerobic glycolysis,
a phenomenon known as the “Warburg effect,” in which cells rely on
glycolysis instead of OXPHOS as the primary energy source even under
aerobic conditions [11, 16, 17]. However, recent studies have shown that
specific cancer cells display increased mitochondrial respiration rate and
OXPHOS activity as their energy supply (orange line from pyruvate to
acetyl-CoA, Figure 2) [17]. Additionally, several studies have shown that
glycolysis serves as a primary energy source [11, 16, 17] and others
indicate that OXPHOS is the principal site of ATP production [17].
Cancer cells may affect alterations in metabolism toward OXPHOS to
support their high energy needs by changes in mitochondrial fission and
fusion and then adapt to the constantly changing microenvironments.
Furthermore, emerging evidence reveals that metabolic reprogramming
plays a critical role in malignant biological behaviors, such as the initi-
ation and progression of multiple cancers, including ovarian cancer [18]
(Figure 1).

3.3. Metabolism-related target molecules in ovarian cancer

The altered expression of many metabolism-related genes and pro-
teins exhibits a metabolic shift to favor glycolysis in cancer cells, such as:

Glucose transporters (GLUT1): Upregulation of GLUT1 expression re-
sults in an increase in glucose uptake, supplying energy to various cancer
cells. A high level of GLUT1 expression is observed in high-grade serous
ovarian cancer (HGSC) [18]. Also, GLUT1 plays a functional role in
glucose metabolism in ovarian clear cell carcinoma (CCC) [19]. GLUT1, a
downstream target of hypoxia-inducible factor-1alpha (HIF-1α), has been
demonstrated to play a critical role in the Warburg effect [18].

Hexokinase (HK): Hexokinase II (HKII), the first rate-limiting enzyme
of glycolysis and the HIF-1α target gene, converts glucose to glucose 6-
phosphate (G6P) [11]. HKII contributes to tumor aggressiveness and is
associated with cancer cell initiation, growth, maintenance, and che-
moresistance in ovarian cancer cells [20]. Deletion of HKII impairs tumor
burden in experimental mice models, suggesting that HKII is a critical
enzyme involved in tumor progression [21].



Figure 1. The number of articles identified by searching for keyword combinations. Figure shows the number of articles identified by keyword combinations and the
number of records identified through database searching, records after duplicate removal, records screened, removal of inappropriate articles by reading full-text
articles, and full-text articles assessed for eligibility.

Figure 2. The key regulators of metabolic profiles in ovarian cancer. A schematic diagram of the glycolysis pathway with metabolites (square boxes) [60]. The chief
regulatory molecules that either promote (yellow box and red letters) or suppress (purple box and white letters) glycolytic enzymes are shown [60]. The blue and
orange arrows indicate the metabolic shift toward glycolysis and OXPHOS, respectively.
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6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-biphosphatase 3 (PFKFB3): 6-
phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-biphosphatase 3 (PFKFB3) is
involved in both the synthesis and degradation of fructose-2,6-
bisphosphate, a regulatory molecule that controls glycolysis [18].
PFKFB3 is upregulated in ovarian cancer and is a potential biomarker for
chemoresistance, recurrence, and prognosis [22].

Pyruvate kinase (PK): PK, the last rate-limiting enzyme in glycolysis,
converts phosphoenolpyruvate to pyruvate. High levels of PKM2 are
3

associated with tumor growth, leading to poor prognosis in patients with
ovarian cancer [23].

Pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (PDK)/Pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH):
PDK1 promotes tumor initiation and progression via the HIF-1α [24] and
Akt signaling axis [25]. High expression of PDK1 has been correlated to
tumor size, the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics
(FIGO) stage, metastases, and overall survival [26]. Moreover, PDK2 [27]
and PDK4 [28] have been reported to promote cisplatin resistance in
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ovarian CCC by suppressing mitochondrial OXPHOS. Additionally, their
high levels are associated with a poor prognosis in patients with ovarian
cancer. In contrast, Lohneis et al. [29] found that patients with ovarian
cancer who were positive for PDK1 expression had more prolonged
survival than those who were negative.

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH): LDHA converts pyruvate to lactate, but
LDHB favors the reverse reaction. A high expression of LDHA triggers
protumorigenic acidification through excessive lactate [30]. Lactate is
transported intracellularly and intercellularly by monocarboxylate
transporters (MCT) [31]. LDHA plays a pivotal role in glycolysis and
promotes tumor growth, enhancing the Warburg effect [32]. A high level
of LDHA is a poor prognostic biomarker for patients with ovarian cancer
[33]. Oncoproteins c-Myc and HIF-1 transcriptionally upregulate
glycolysis through direct activation of glycolysis-related target genes,
including LDHA [10].

Cancer cells are frequently subjected to hypoxic milieu. Glycolysis-
related molecules, such as GLUT1, HKII, PFK1 (phosphofructokinase 1),
PDK, LDHA, phosphoglycerate kinase 1 (PGK1), fructose-bisphosphate
aldolase A (ALDOA), and PKM2, are HIF-1α target genes and are acti-
vated in a hypoxic environment [34]. HIF-1 activates these glycolysis
molecules, which block the flux of pyruvate into mitochondria [10].
Moreover, the tumor suppressor p53 inhibits glycolysis via suppressing
HKII expression and stimulatesOXPHOS.Hence, the loss of functional p53
shifts ovarian cancer cells toward glycolysis from the OXPHOS phenotype
[10].

The role of mitochondria: Metabolic changes may be associated with
mitochondrial dysfunction through mutations in mitochondrial DNA
detected in ovarian cancer [35]. Moreover, dysregulation of the TCA
cycle enzymes (e.g., succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) [36] and fumarate
hydratase (FH) [35]) has been identified in serous ovarian cancer [37].
SDH is located in the inner membrane of the mitochondria and converts
succinate to fumarate in the TCA cycle. FH converts fumarate to malate
[12]. Thus, mutations or lack of function of SDH and FH result in
increased levels of fumarate and succinate [12]. The loss-of-function
mutations or dysregulation in most mitochondrial enzymes can lead to
the stabilization of HIF-1α, which primarily affects the metabolic profiles,
shifting tumor cells toward glycolysis from the OXPHOS phenotype [12].
Figure 3. Metabolic profile of ovarian cancer in the tumor microenvironment. The u
non-CSCs. A, C, and E cells favor glycolysis over OXPHOS, and B and D cells predom
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These cancer cells are forced to rely mainly on glycolysis as the main
energy source [16]. Cancer cells that have acquired a metabolic adap-
tation to meet the energy demand can ensure proliferation. However, Lim
et al. [38] reported that aberrant gene expression and a loss of function of
the mitochondria-related enzymes are rare in human ovarian and peri-
toneal cancer tissues. Furthermore, some ovarian cancers have been re-
ported to show metabolic reprogramming toward OXPHOS [39, 40]. It
remains unclear whether ovarian cancer inherently retains OXPHOS
competent or dysfunctional mitochondria.

In addition, mitochondrial function is known to be affected by fission-
fusion dynamics. Increased mitochondrial fission has been reported in
several types of cancer cells, including ovarian cancer, and promotes
glycolysis over OXPHOS for energy generation [41]. Furthermore, un-
opposed mitochondrial fission plays a role in conferring pluripotency on
stem-like cells [42]. Therefore, cancer cells can adapt to unfavorable
environments for survival by modulating mitochondrial morphologies
and metabolic functions.

3.4. The metabolic profile of ovarian cancer

3.4.1. The metabolic profile of ovarian cancer stem cells (CSCs)
EOC is characterized by intertumoral (i.e., tumor subtype [histo-

logical and molecular subtyping]) and intratumoral (i.e., within the
tumor microenvironment) heterogeneity. Intratumoral changes in the
metabolic profile of ovarian cancer cells are discussed separately for
cancer stem cells (CSCs) and non-stem cancer cells (hereafter referred to
as non-CSCs; i.e., differentiated cancer cells) (Figure 3). The identifi-
cation of CSCs is crucial for studying tumor biology, such as cancer
initiation, progression, metastasis, recurrence, chemoresistance, and
tumor metabolism [3]. Several surface markers for CSC have been
identified, including Cluster of differentiation 44 (CD44), CD24, CD117,
CD133, aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH), the G subfamily of
ATP-binding cassette transporters (ABCG), and epithelial-specific anti-
gen (ESA) [3]. The CSC markers used vary between studies. Cancer
metabolic changes are considered to be closely linked with CSCs.
However, there is still a lack of understanding of the metabolic char-
acteristics of CSCs.
pper row (A and B) shows ovarian CSCs, and the lower row (E, D, and E) shows
inantly prefer OXPHOS. Dotted arrows indicate adaptive metabolic plasticity.
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CD44, a cell surface transmembrane glycoprotein, has been widely
implicated as a CSC marker in several cancers. Myeloid differentiation
response gene 88 (MyD88) expression is downregulated during retinoic
acid-induced differentiation of pluripotent cells. Therefore, CD44 and
MyD88 are thought to be the molecular characterization of ovarian CSCs
[43]. In the CD44þ/MyD88þ ovarian CSCs, PDH was downregulated and
uncoupling protein 2 (UCP2) was upregulated [44]. Inactivation of PDH
limits pyruvate toacetyl-CoAconversion inmitochondria and is critical for
metabolic adaptation to hypoxia through converting pyruvate to lactate
[44]. PDH expression and activity are reduced by HIF-1α, a master regu-
lator of CSC adaptation to hypoxia. Moreover, UCP2 is an inner mito-
chondrial membrane protein and plays a regulatory role in lowering
mitochondrial OXPHOS and facilitating glycolysis [45]. Based on the
above, ovarianCSCs cannot switch fromglycolysis toOXPHOSand rely on
glycolysis as the means to maintain quiescence and the self-renewal po-
tential through these two molecular phenotypes (CSCs are marked “A” in
Figure 3) [44]. In general, CSCs in many tumor types, including breast
cancer, lung cancer, colon cancer, osteosarcoma, and glioblastoma, rely
primarily on glycolysis and exhibit impairment of OXPHOS than their
differentiated cancer cells [46, 47]. Therefore, ovarianCSCsare thought to
be highly sensitive to cell death triggered by glucose deprivation.

In contrast, a growing body of evidence shows that CSCs are more
dependent on mitochondrial OXPHOS [46]. In particular, lung and
pancreatic CSCs exhibited increased mitochondrial membrane potential
and decreased glucose consumption compared with non-CSCs [48, 49].
Moreover, leukemia stem cells exhibit a metabolic profile, dependent on
OXPHOS [50]. Additionally, there is an obvious difference in the
metabolic profile among glioblastoma cells with different passage
numbers [51]. Early-passage glioblastoma stem cells were found to rely
more on OXPHOS than glycolysis [51]. Indeed, the involvement of
mitochondrial oxidative metabolism in ovarian CSCs has been reported
(CSCs are marked “B” in Figure 3). CD44 and CD117 were used as stem
cell markers for EOC in a mouse model [52]. The CD117 gene is known
as c-kit or stem cell factor receptor. CD44þ/CD117þ CSCs isolated from
the peritoneal fluid of HGSC patients are a subset of tumor cells with the
ability to form new tumors in mice. These ovarian CSCs showed
decreased expression of PDK1 and increased expression of isocitrate
dehydrogenase (IDH2) than the non-CSC population [52]. IDH2 cata-
lyzes the formation of α-ketoglutarate (2-oxoglutarate) from isocitrate
during the TCA cycle. Changes in these enzyme activities upregulate
OXPHOS activity to fuel tumorigenesis. Upon activation of OXPHOS,
ovarian CSCs also exhibited an increased mitochondrial ROS production
[53]. ROS created as a byproduct of the mitochondrial OXPHOS play a
key role in inflammation and oxidative injury; however, the endogenous
antioxidants exert protective roles against ROS injuries [53]. Collec-
tively, some ovarian CSCs show metabolic reprogramming toward
OXPHOS and fulfill the energy demands, possibly through the down-
regulation of PDK1 and upregulation of IDH2. There is an ongoing
debate about whether ovarian CSCs uniquely depend on glycolysis or
OXPHOS for survival, or adapt to environmental challenges by alter-
nating between glycolysis and OXPHOS [46].

3.4.2. The metabolic profile of ovarian non-CSCs
Several studies have shown that ovarian non-CSCs rely predomi-

nantly on the glycolytic phenotype [39, 54]. GLUT1 and HKII are
significantly upregulated in HGSC compared with non-HGSC [54]
(non-CSCs are marked “C” in Figure 3). Moreover, a serous/non-CCC cell
line, OVCA420, exhibited reduced mitochondrial membrane potential,
oxygen consumption rate, and ATP production and triggered a metabolic
switch to glycolysis, indicating mitochondrial impairment [39]. This was
accompanied by changes in mitochondrial morphology and increased
mitochondrial fission via increased expression of the mitochondrial
fission protein dynamin-related protein 1 (Drp1) [39].

However, there is growing evidence that HGSC and CCC undergo
metabolic reprogramming toward OXPHOS that allows them to survive
[55, 56] (non-CSCs are marked “D” in Figure 3). Notably, CCC cell lines
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(ES-2 and TOV-21-G) were highly metabolically active, with increased
expression of glycolysis-related genes [39]. Furthermore, CCC over-
expressing the transcription factor hepatocyte nuclear factor-1beta
(HNF-1β) gene produced energy by glycolysis rather than mitochondrial
OXPHOS for energy production [4]. HNF-1β is involved in glucose
metabolism and facilitates glucose uptake and glycolysis [57]. However,
total OXPHOS activities were significantly increased in EOC, including
HGSC and CCC, compared with normal cells, as indicated by the higher
levels of indicators of mitochondrial respiration (e.g., upregulation of
OXPHOS enzymes, increased oxygen consumption rate, and increased
respiratory capacity) [39, 40]. Therefore, these studies suggest that EOC is
dependent on both glycolysis and OXPHOS and harbors the ability to
metabolic shift between glycolysis and OXPHOS in both CSCs and
non-CSCs [4, 55]. EOC has the metabolic capacity to regulate energy
production for survival but displays metabolic heterogeneity and plas-
ticity. Collectively, themetabolic profile could vary depending on ovarian
cancer subtype, genomic and epigenetic alterations ofmetabolism-related
genes, or technical limitations (e.g., early or late passages).

3.5. The metabolic plasticity of ovarian cancer

3.5.1. The metabolic plasticity of cancer stem cells
The metabolic phenotype of ovarian cancer depends on metabolic

plasticity, i.e., the ability to optimize metabolic pathways and adapt to
different environmental conditions. Metabolic plasticity occurs due to
active metabolic reprogramming under normoxic and hypoxic, quiescent
and proliferative, or nutrient supply and starvation conditions [46].
Furthermore, some CSCs can switch from OXPHOS to glycolysis to
compensate for inadequate mitochondrial functions through decreased
expression of PDH and increased expression of UCP2 [4] during cell
differentiation under hypoxic conditions (“A” in Figure 3). Although,
CSCs exert cancer metabolic plasticity through decreased expression of
PDK1, favoring mitochondrial OXPHOS over glycolysis under normoxic
conditions [4] (“B” in Figure 3). IDH2 was found to cause ROS-dependent
destabilization of HIF-1α in normoxia [58]. Thus, tumor microenviron-
mental conditions, such as hypoxia, may drive the plasticity of CSCs [59].
In addition, glutamine as a nutrient is essential for maintaining the TCA
cycle, cellular redox homeostasis, and the survival of ovarian cancer cells
[60, 61]. Its deficiency leads to metabolic reprogramming to glycolysis
and increases the CSC population [60]. These CSCs can adapt to starva-
tion and hypoxia by upregulating glucose transporters and glycolytic
enzymes and switching from OXPHOS to a glycolytic phenotype [62].
Additionally, the autophagy process has been reported to have a signif-
icant role in maintaining the CSC population [63]. Ovarian CSCs pre-
sented higher basal autophagy compared with their non-stem
counterpart [63]. Autophagy maintains the characteristics of ovarian
CSCs by the forkhead box A2 (FOXA2) gene, a transcription factor that
controls cell differentiation [64]. FOXA2 can differentiate pluripotent
stem cells into progenitors for human tissues. The dynamic plasticity
model revealed that ovarian cancer cells harbor the ability to shift be-
tween non-CSC and CSC states in certain tumor milieu [65]. Therefore,
ovarian CSCs can respond and adapt to dynamic microenvironmental
conditions, including limited nutrient supplies, hypoxia, inflammation,
and oxidative stress. High metabolic plasticity can drive CSCs to switch
between glycolysis and OXPHOS to acquire energy. Hence, intratumoral
heterogeneity promotes metabolic plasticity.

3.5.2. The metabolic plasticity of ovarian non-CSCs
Cell differentiation requires an adaptive metabolic shift from glycol-

ysis to OXPHOS for sustained proliferation [66]. However, rapidly
growing cancer cells also need glycolysis metabolism that provides ATP
and building blocks, such as intermediate metabolites necessary for the
synthesis of nucleic acids, proteins, and lipids. Ovarian cancer has
revealed bioenergetic diversity [17]. Smolkova et al. demonstrated that
the (epi)genetic program influences metabolic choices of different cell
types during the process of tumorigenesis by dynamically controlling
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glycolysis and OXPHOS activities [67] (“C”, “D”, and “E” in Figure 3).
Furthermore, oncogenic mutations, such as amplification and increased
oncogene expression, and tumor suppressor deletions (e.g., c-Myc, K-Ras,
mutant p53, cyclin D1, HIF-1α, and the WNT/β-catenin signaling
pathway) contribute to tumor metabolic reprogramming [68, 69].
Oncogenic signaling pathways, such as phosphoinositide 3-kinase
(PI3K)/AKT, Myc, and the Hippo pathway mediated upregulation and
hyperactivation of metabolism-related genes [70]. K-Ras and c-Myc are
responsible for increased glycolysis [71, 72]. PIK3CA and
ubiquitin-specific peptidase 13 (USP13) genes have been reported to be
co-amplified in about 30% of HGSC [73]. USP13 activates mitochondrial
energy metabolism, autophagy, DNA damage response, glutaminolysis,
and fatty acid synthesis [73]. Moreover, glutaminase (GLS), a key
enzyme in TCA glutaminolysis, is a downstream target of the c-Myc and
mTOR oncogenes [74]. Additionally, the Hippo pathway plays a vital role
in inducing glycolysis-dependent growth and reducing mitochondrial
respiration [75]. In addition, HIF-1α-mediated PDK1 expression acts as a
shutdown switch of OXPHOS. However, incomplete shutdown allows
cancer cells to induce a metabolic shift to OXPHOS [55]. In particular,
HIF-1 positively regulates glycolysis in cancer cells and promotes tumor
growth, while adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase
(AMPK) negatively regulates glycolysis and, in turn, enhances mito-
chondrial function [55]. HIF-1α and AMPK levels are higher in some
cancer cells, which activate aerobic glycolysis and mitochondrial
OXPHOS [55]. Therefore, EOC exhibits intratumoral subclonal hetero-
geneity at the genomic, epigenetic, and phenotypic levels, which may
determine metabolic diversity [17]. Metabolic stresses that arise during
tumor initiation and progression may ultimately select subclones with
desired bioenergetics.

3.6. Metabolic phenotypes in the tumor microenvironment

Tumor cells have been reported to be influenced by their surrounding
normal stroma, cancer-associated fibroblasts, local immune cells, endo-
thelial cells, and adipocytes within the tumor microenvironment [76].
Metabolic stress (e.g., genetically or epigenetically predisposed, envi-
ronmental factors, and therapy response) also affects the energy ho-
meostasis in host cells within the tumor. Ovarian cancer cells with the
metabolic shift toward OXPHOS induce oxidative stress, which in turn
upregulates glycolysis in adjacent cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs)
through upregulating HIF-1α expression [12] (non-CSCs marked “D” and
“E” in Figure 3). CAFs fuel the proliferation of anabolic cancer cells by
supplying several catabolites such as pyruvate, lactate, ketones, gluta-
mine, glutamate, alanine, and fatty acids [77]. MCT4 in CAFs plays a
crucial role in transporting fuels such as lactates and expelling them into
the tumormicroenvironment [13]. These fuels are utilized by cancer cells
(“D” in Figure 3) as a critical energy source for mitochondrial OXPHOS
[12]. Moreover, the tumor milieu may suppress the activity of immune
cells due to an increased accumulation of lactate (reviewed in [78]).
Lactate inhibited the cytolytic function of natural killer (NK) cells
through lower expression of perforin and granzyme [79]. Tregs promote
tumor growth by relying more on OXPHOS than glycolysis [80]. The
hypoxia-induced upregulation of the HIF-1α gene skews macrophage
polarization toward an immunosuppressive phenotype [81]. The inter-
action between cancer and stromal cells allows cancer cells to enhance
mitochondrial energy metabolism through the reverse Warburg effect
(“D” in Figure 3) [77]. On the other hand, in some cancer cells (“C” in
Figure 3) that produce high levels of lactate in the tumor microenvi-
ronment, lactate fuels the adjacent cancer cell proliferation (“D” in
Figure 3) [55]. In addition, like non-CSCs, lactate production in glyco-
lytic CSCs (“A” in Figure 3) was reported to fuel non-glycolytic CSCs (“B”
in Figure 3), providing evidence to support the reverse Warburg effect
[82]. There seems to be no difference between ovarian CSC and non-CSC
in terms of the metabolic stress response. The metabolic phenotype of
malignant cells and non-malignant cells in the tumor microenvironment
is also heterogeneous, and such crosstalk is bidirectional. Collectively,
6

metabolic reprogramming in cancer cells and adjacent host cells results
in the spatiotemporal fine-tuning of the phenotypes of “the Warburg
effect” and “the Reverse Warburg effect” [82].

3.7. Therapeutic strategies

Targeted therapeutic agents for glycolysis and OXPHOS interventions
in human cancers have been previously summarized [3, 4]. This section
briefly summarizes recent advances in molecular-based therapies focused
on metabolic profiles in ovarian cancer.

3.7.1. Targeted therapeutic agents for glycolysis
The outlines of therapeutic drugs targeting glycolysis are as follows:
2-DG 2-deoxy-D-glucose: treatment with 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG), an

HKII inhibitor, reduced tumor burden in a mouse xenograft model of
human ovarian cancer [44]. CCC also displayed strong sensitivity to 2-DG
in vitro [39].

PFKFB3: PFKFB3 contributed to metabolic reprogramming and che-
moresistance, possibly through the nuclear factor-kappaB (NF-κB)
signaling pathway [22]. Potent small-molecule inhibitors of PFKFB3 (e.g.,
PFK158 and 3PO) reduced lactate levels, sensitized ovarian cancer cells to
cisplatin, or impaired the cancer stemness features of ALDHþ/CD44þ

ovarian CSCs [22].
DCA: Dichloroacetic acid (DCA) reversed the Warburg effect by

inhibiting the PDK1-induced metabolic switch from mitochondrial
OXPHOS toward glycolysis [9, 11, 24, 83, 84]. Furthermore, inhibition of
PDKs (e.g., dicumarol, a coumarin compound) reversed cisplatin resis-
tance by increasing the production of mitochondrial ROS [9, 27].

HIF-1α inhibition: Hypoxia drives a metabolic switch favoring glycol-
ysis over OXPHOS via upregulating the HIF-1α/PDK1 axis and then
induced CSC enrichment [4]. Knockdown of HIF-1α leads to ovarian
cancer cell death through overproduction of mitochondrial ROS and
improved cisplatin resistance [85].

These findings suggest that glycolysis inhibition may be a potential
therapeutic target for ovarian cancer if cancer cells are solely reliant on
glucose for survival [86].

3.7.2. Targeted therapeutic agents for OXPHOS
In this section, we provide a brief overview of treatments targeting

OXPHOS. Nayak et al. [55] provided an overview of the metabolic func-
tion in HGSC, summarized the role of small-molecule inhibitors of
OXPHOS, elucidated the mechanism of action of the drugs, and suggested
ways to overcome the clinical problem. Furthermore, antidiabetic agents
(e.g., metformin and thiazolidinediones) and anti-malaria agents (e.g.,
atovaquone) have been reported to suppress cancer cell proliferation by
inhibiting the mitochondrial electron transport chain [55, 56]. In addi-
tion, treatment strategies with OXPHOS inhibition to eradicate chemo-
resistant cancer stem cells have also been studied [2]. The failure of
platinum treatment in ovarian cancer is due to an increase in ALDHþ

ovarian CSCs through activating mitochondrial OXPHOS [2]. Therefore,
OXPHOS inhibition blocks the platinum-dependent enrichment of CSCs
and inhibits the development of chemoresistance. Recently, themetabolic
pathways not only in tumors and cancer stem cells but also in stromal cells
and immunecells in the tumormicroenvironmenthavebeen recognizedas
targets for the development of novel anti-cancer therapies.

4. Discussion

In this review, we summarize the metabolic profiles of EOC (ovarian
CSCs and non-CSCs), the key molecules involved in metabolic reprog-
ramming, metabolic heterogeneity and plasticity, and adaptation to the
dynamic tumor microenvironment, and discuss potential novel thera-
peutic strategies. The review article covers papers through December
2021. From January 2022 to September 2022, more than 30 papers
related to “metabolic reprogramming in ovarian cancer” were published,
making it an area of deep interest for many researchers.
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EOC is characterized by clinical, morphological, and molecular het-
erogeneity at the genomic, epigenetic, and phenotypic levels. Highly
proliferating ovarian cancer cells rely mainly on glycolysis to supply
energy [87]. Glycolysis supports NADPH generation and increases
macromolecular biosynthesis by activation of the pentose phosphate
pathway [87]. Increased lactate production from glycolysis results in
cellular acidification and promotes HIF-1α stabilization, which upregu-
lates glycolysis [87]. The expression of the glycolytic genes is upregu-
lated by activation of oncogenes (e.g., c-Myc and k-Ras), transcription
factors (e.g., HIF1α and AKT), and loss of tumor suppressor genes (e.g.,
BRCA1/2 and mutated p53) [68, 69]. Several studies have identified
different expressions of two metabolism-related genes, PDH and UCP2
that favor glycolysis over OXPHOS [44]. Furthermore, changes in
expression patterns of PDK1 and IDH2 are involved in molecular mech-
anisms shifting ovarian cancer cells to OXPHOS, indicating that OXPHOS
is the primary source of ATP in some ovarian cancer cells [88, 89].
Cancer cells adapt to unfavorable conditions or variations in the tumor
environment, such as nutrient starvation or glucose deprivation, hypoxic
stress, acidification, excessive ROS generation, and fine-tuned metabolic
reprogramming [61, 69]. The metabolic pathways (e.g., glycolysis,
OXPHOS, glutaminolysis, or lipid metabolism) are reprogrammed to
adapt to a variety of environmental stresses [61, 69]. Therefore, not all
ovarian cancer cells exhibit the Warburg effect [44].

Furthermore, not only non-CSCs but also CSCs have adaptive strate-
gies for survival. Both populations adapt to the tumor microenvironment
and evade host immune attacks. Indeed, breast CSCs have been found to
comprise a hierarchy of quiescent and proliferating CSCs [87]. Quiescent
breast CSCs prefer OXPHOS rather than glycolysis to generate ATP [87].
In breast cancer, CSCs marked “A” (Figure 3) and CSCs marked “B”
(Figure 3) correspond to proliferating and quiescent CSCs, respectively
[87]. On the other hand, some ovarian CSCs (CSCs marked “A” in
Figure 3) favor glycolytic metabolism over OXPHOS, while others (CSCs
marked “B” in Figure 3) prefer OXPHOS through decreased levels of
PDK1 and increased expression of IDH2 [52]. Both ovarian CSCs and
non-CSCs can predominantly utilize catabolites from adjacent host cells
through the reverse Warburg effect [87]. Specifically, cancer cells secrete
ROS into the tumor microenvironment through OXPHOS-dominant
metabolic reprogramming and sensitize neighboring CAFs to oxidative
stress [82]. CAFs undergo glycolysis and provide fuel to cancer cells (i.e.,
lactate, pyruvate, ketone, and fatty acids) [34, 82, 90]. Survival strategies
for cancer cells themselves and for neighboring host stromal cells include
metabolic plasticity and hijacking [91].

It is crucial to select certain patients for a specific therapeutic option.
Cancer cells often display a hybrid glycolysis/OXPHOS phenotype,
regulated by genomic and epigenetic variations in metabolism-related
genes [92]. However, the extent of the dependence of cancer cells
and CAFs on glycolysis or OXPHOS in an individual patient's tumor
remains largely unknown. Consequently, the influence of metabolic
heterogeneity should be considered before cancer treatment. Devel-
oping non-invasive techniques for the fast and accurate identification of
metabolic alterations and metabolic reprogramming status could facil-
itate optimal cancer treatment. The cancer metabolism field is entering
an exciting era with the advent of novel treatments targeting metabolic
reprogramming, shifting from basic research to clinical validation.

5. Current and future perspectives

In this review, we have focused on controlling the spatiotemporal
fine-tuning of the metabolic phenotypes and heterogeneity in cancer cells
and host cells and presented current and future perspectives on treat-
ment. Ovarian cancer generally favors glycolysis over OXPHOS [15, 44].
However, cancer cells induce mitochondrial energy production by
cross-talking with surrounding host cells during the different stages of
cancer (e.g., cancer initiation, progression, metastasis, or chemo-
resistance). First, inhibition of the glycolysis pathway can induce cancer
7

cell death if early-stage ovarian cancer is largely unaffected by sur-
rounding host cells and is heavily dependent on glycolysis for survival.
Glycolysis inhibitors (e.g., 2-DG, DCA, PFKFB3 inhibitors, and HIF-1α
inhibitors) reverse the Warburg effect and induce cell death by switching
cytoplasmic glucose metabolism toward mitochondrial OXPHOS [11].
Second, advanced, recurrent, or metastatic ovarian cancer can survive in
an unfavorable environment with the help of the metabolic capacities of
the surrounding host cells, such as CAFs [91]. CAFs promote the prolif-
eration of anabolic cancer cells through the reverse Warburg effect [55].
Thus, OXPHOS may serve as a potential therapeutic target for ovarian
cancer with upregulated mitochondrial respiration [55, 93]. However, a
distinctive metabolic property of cancer cells themselves and adjacent
host cells changes dynamically during tumor progression. Thus, the fast
and accurate detection of changes in metabolic reprogramming is a major
challenge. In first-line therapy, the differential expression of genes,
proteins, and enzymes related to glycolysis and OXPHOS can be analyzed
by transcriptome data-based gene expression analysis, immunohisto-
chemistry, and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay in surgically
removed biopsies. Dynamic changes in intratumoral and intertumoral
metabolism eventually led to therapeutic resistance [94]. After the fail-
ure of first-line therapy, liquid biopsy can offer a less invasive approach
for repeated sampling of tumor markers (e.g., circulating tumor cells,
circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA),
extracellular vesicles, and exosomes) and selection of therapy targeted to
genomic and molecular alterations within an individual's tumor [94].
Characterization of genomic and mutational heterogeneity using ctDNA
profiling could track metabolic patterns [94]. Technological advances in
ctDNAs characterization (e.g., the development of single-cell metabolic
phenotyping or single-cell transcriptomic analysis) can provide clinicians
with novel information on metabolic alterations of the entire tumor [94].
Furthermore, using single-cell on-chip metabolic cytometry and fluo-
rescent metabolic probes, Li et al. [14] identified extensive metabolic
heterogeneity of tumor cells in pleural effusions in lung adenocarcinoma
patients. Therefore, examples of the diagnostics platforms may include
liquid biopsy using ctDNA and serologic detection of bioactive metabo-
lites or exosomes containing RNAs and microRNAs [61, 90]. Changes in
metabolic phenotype are highly complex but can predict patient survival
and their responses to therapies [14]. Understanding the fine-tuning of
metabolic reprogramming is essential for developing novel therapeutic
strategies for inhibiting tumor progression.

6. Conclusion

We summarize the metabolic profiles and adaptation to the tumor
microenvironment and discuss potential novel therapeutic strategies.
The metabolic profiles of ovarian cancer cells, including CSCs and non-
CSCs, are influenced by the tumor microenvironment (such as normoxic
and hypoxic, quiescent and proliferative, or nutrient supply and star-
vation conditions). The energy homeostasis in cancer cells and host cells
within the tumor may be regulated by metabolic stress, including
genomic and epigenetic alterations of metabolism-related genes.
Ovarian cancer cells may evolve by adapting to environmental chal-
lenges by alternating between glycolysis and OXPHOS. Significant ad-
vances in ctDNA-based liquid biopsy technology are essential for
analyzing ever-changing metabolic patterns. Therefore, there is a dire
need for the development of new therapies that take into account the
influence of metabolic heterogeneity.
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